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Subhabrata Banerjee

Subhabrata Banerjee born in West Bengal, India, graduated from Amity University Kolkata with a BFA in Painting in 2022. 
As a multidisciplinary artist he aims to create a perceptible translation bridging the gap between performing arts, writing and 
visual arts. Feminist virtues have been the most prominent theme in his works with an attempt to expand the cultural diversity 
of his country.

Instagram: @subhabrata_21

Lizzy Choi

Lizzy Choi is a visual artist who finds joy through illustrating their inner universe into pastel daydreams. Themes of memory, 
delusion and pleasure are enshrouded by psychedelic magical girl anime nostalgia and whimsey, sharing a vivid reflection of 
a playful yet delicate existence.

Instagram: @lizzychoi
Website: https://lizzychoi.com

Finley Doyle

Finley Doyle uses intimate moments of everyday life to build her own world. She experiments with scale and material and 
draws inspiration from poetry, fairy tales, and mythology. After receiving a B.A. in Comparative Literature from Yale, she 
worked as a preschool teacher for two years and is now an MFA candidate at NYU.

Instagram: @tangelo_fin
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Ryan Lee

Ryan Lee is an artist from Sacramento, CA. He primarily paints with high fluid acrylics, using an airbrush tool. His paintings 
are composed using photographs, found imagery and footage. He received his BFA from the School of the Arts of Chicago 
and is currently an MFA candidate at NYU.

Instagram: @ry4n___t
Website: https://l2lee.com

Chloe Mosbacher

Chloe Mosbacher is a multimedia artist based In New York’s Hudson Valley. Creating for her, acts as a practice of recalling 
her position as a fragment of the environment’s greater evolutionary process reflecting back on itself. Envisioning the 
particular biomes she encounters on the hiking trails she frequents as tutelary spirit statuettes is what drives the body of work 
included in this exhibition. Her recent works are made primarily with handcrafted paints, clays and glazes of locally foraged  
rocks, and clay and detritus such as glass shards, brick and styrofoam. To date, she has had solo exhibitions at WAAM in 
Woodstock, NY and BAU Gallery in Beacon, NY. When she is not working in the studio you can find her getting lost in the 
Shawangunk Mountains with her trusty dog Phoebe.

Instagram: @_chloemoss
Website: https://chloemossart.com

Wyatt Nelson

Wyatt Nelson is a Brooklyn based artist from Illinois using a variety of media including animation and sculpture. He utilizes 
folklore, magic, cryptids/ little guys, and game environments to explore the goofiness of the contemporary image.

Instagram: @wyattisugly

Nick O’Connell

Nick O’Connell seeks a through line to contemporary life in a period of unprecedented narrative collapse. He enjoys riding 
his bike, reading, and taking long walks on the beach. He spends time considering the inherent theatricality of living a life, its 
joys, pains, and the eternal undercurrents by which it is conditioned, in addition to the development of fabricated apparatuses 
to which it is both subject and object.

Instagram: @one.sick.puppy

Juyeon Park

Juyeon Park, born in 1997 in Seoul, South Korea, is an installation artist known for blending traditional craft techniques 
with contemporary art. Her works seamlessly blur the boundaries between conventional craftsmanship and contemporary 
art, crafting a unique realm that intertwines the past with the present. Through her art, Juyeon Park invites the audience to 
experience the space, materials, and the emotional and energetic resonances they evoke. Today, she splits her time and 
artistic endeavors between Seoul and New York. She received her BFA from the Chelsea College of Arts (University of the Arts 
London) and is currently an MFA candidate at NYU.

Instagram: @juyeon_park_studio

Poojitha Reddy

Poojitha Reddy is a spiritual seeker who tries to portray an essence of her experiences in her art. She finds joy in being utterly 
vulnerable with her art. As such, her works have mostly been a consequence of the various sensations that arise within, each 
one of these works depicting a play of colors, structures and patterns that aim to evoke similar sensations within the viewer.

Instagram: @poobear247


